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Best gaming android phone under 10000 pesos

There are now dozens of Android phones on the market, probably hundreds. Some of them are exclusively specific carriers, some are available worldwide, and only a few are at the fore. This week we wanted to know which Android phones you thought were the best available, not just because they rounded up the
checklist of features or high-end hardware, but because you think they offer a great overall experience. Here's a look at the top five Android phones based on your nominations. Earlier in the week we asked you which Android phones you thought were the best. There are many websites that are willing to tell you which
phones are best based on chips inside, camera, storage or version of preinstalled Android, but these things don't always add to the great user experience. We asked which phones - past or present - were the best, and more than 300 nominations were later highlighted again by the top five. Poll's closed and votes are
counted! To find out which of the five winners below has won the best prize based on your votes, go to our hive five further post to find out and discuss the winner! Looking for a decent Android phone? Of course, we know that the market is to be uptpuno different in the context of Read moreSamsung Galaxy NoteOften is
called phablet because of its attached stylus i massive 5.3 Super AMOLED display, Samsung Galaxy Note (AT&T, $299 w/contract) is huge, or many of you su praise it for mixing phone portability with some usually needed tablet-like property. The 8MP and 2MP rear and front camera and 1.4GHz dual core processor
also does no harm, and while it's certainly not the right size for everyone, those of you who love one and the other are looking forward to its release on other volumes. Plus, although galaxy note ships with Android 2.3 Gingerbread preinstalled, there are plenty of roms available that would bring it up to Android 4.0 Ice
Cream Sandwich, or just replace Samsung's TouchWiz interface altogether. The HTC One X/SThe HTC One series is HTC's latest attempt to rebuild, not that the company really needed it - most people who have used HTC devices, like them, and the HTC One X and One S are no exceptions to the rule. The One X
(AT&T, $199 w/contract) is HTC's new flagship phone, Sporting a 4.7-screen, four-sided NVidia Tegra 3 (internationally) or dual-core Qualcomm Snapdragon (US/Canada) processor, Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich (with HTC's Sense UI at the top), built-in Beats Audio, i 8MP rear camera with front camera from 1.3MP.
The HTC One S (T-Mobile, $189 w/contract) on the other side has a slightly smaller 4.3 screen, 1.5Ghz dual core processor, 8MP rear and VGA front camera, Beats audio and Ice Cream Sandwich. Both devices are slim, powerhouse devices designed to make android Focus back on a select group of high-end HTC
devices, rather than the dozen-plus ones HTC has released in the past. So far, so good. Samsung's Galaxy S/S IINa samsung Galaxy S series devices have some of the most popular smartphones in the world, and although Samsung and Apple are in patent lawsuit, given exactly how similar the Galaxy S is to the
iPhone (and vice versa), that hasn't stopped the Galaxy S and Galaxy S II from selling millions of units worldwide. The Galaxy S was one of the first dual-core Android smartphones and certainly one of the first to introduce Samsung's new (then) super AMOLED display, which offers bright and hot colors even in bright
light. It's still available for the song, depending on the volume you pick up (in the US it was sold under the name Vibrant (T-Mobile), Captivate (AT&T), Fascinate (Verizon Wireless) and Epic (Sprint) in both 3G and 4G versions.) History aside, the Samsung Galaxy S II is the company's current model and has a 4.3 Super
AMOLED display, a 1.2GHz dual core processor, and while it has been weaned with Android 2.3, most volumes are slowly rolling out updates to bring the device to Android 4.0. Prices vary depending on the carrier and variant you pick up, but one thing is certain: when it was launched, most people thought the Galaxy S
II was the best Android smartphone - if not the best smartphone - available on the market, making the furor over the upcoming Samsung Galaxy S III so louder. The Droid series by MotorolaThe Droid by Motorola (Motorola Milestone, international) series was one of the first Android phones on the market that really
brought Android to the masses – and certainly the first Android phone that was available on Verizon Wireless at that time. It was difficult to combine the Droid series, but it's worth noting that those of you who suggested the Droid line in large numbers specifically mentioned slider models, not candybar models such as
Droid Razr, Razr Maxx, or Bionic (although they all got strong nominations as well)all available on Verizon Wireless in the US. Motorola Droid 4 (VZW, The $199 w/contract) is the phone's current iteration, sa 4 qHD screen, 1.2GHz dual core processor, 8MP rear and 1.3MP front cameras, but the most important, slide-out
backlit keyboard that allows the phone to benefit from how to do it in a way, but not to sacrifice the screen real estate. The Droid line is still one of the few high-quality Android devices that has a physical keyboard, making it popular for both portability and users who prefer physical keyboards to on-screen. Droid 4 sports
Android Gingerbread, and drives Verizon Wireless's 4G network. Samsung Galaxy NexusS samsung Galaxy Nexus (VZW, Sprint, contract for $199/w, $399 unlocked) is the current official Google Phone that launched Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich and currently serves as the leading Android device. The sport's 4.6
Super AMOLED display, curved contour screen, 1.2GHz dual-core processor and 5MP and 1.3MP rear and front-facing cameras. This is a pure Google experience, which means that the phone is (largely) free of bloatware and other applications pre-installed by carriers and manufacturers, and above all missing
Samsung's UI layer TouchWiz in favor of a clean version of Ice Cream Sandwich. The phone also sports Google's NFC payment system, Google Wallet. The camera boasts a zero shutter ing. It was the first phone to be launched with ice cream sandwich pre-installed, and it's still one of the few devices you can get that
you already have. If you want more real and clean experiences with Android or want an Android phone that is officially supported by Google, this is it. Here you go, five of the best Android phones based on your nominations. Now is the time to vote for all the champions. It's been a tough run this week after the top five
given that there are three Samsung devices in progress, but some have got more nominations than some other candidates put together, so we can't ignore the fact that many of you have a strong opinion on these specific models. Do you have anything to say about the nominees we missed? Didn't your favorite phone
get enough nominations to include? Remember, the five best is based on your most popular nominations from a call for candidates thread from earlier in the week. Share your thoughts in the comments below. Hive 5 is based on reader nominations. As with most posts from Hive Five, if your favorite was left out, it's not
because we hate it – it's because it didn't get the nominations needed in the call for candidates to post in order to be in the top five. We understand it's a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Do you have a proposal for Hive 5? Send us an email to tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo:
Pittaya Sroilong. Photo: Framesira (Shutterstock)The Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra 120Hz screen is great for playing games, with high refresh speeds that makes games more responsive and look much smoother in action. Displaying smartphones on 120Hz screens is impressive, especially considering the many high
screens, monitors and game consoles struggling to hit consistently high refresh rates like this. If you're looking for Android games that can take full advantage of the high screen refresh on your phone, Android Police has sat down with a list of more than 200 games available on Google Play that support 120Hz gameplay.
There are many different genres available, everything from strategy, roleplaying games, and shooters, puzzle games, adventure games, and platformers. There are tone of good games that are compatible with 120Hz – too much to put them on the list, in fact, even when you trim out duds – so I go A selection of titles that
I personally played and enjoyed from the list to begin with. There are many more great games beyond these small hands though, so be sure to hit up Android Shelve's full list if you don't feel my picks or just need more games. Oceanhorn (Action-Adventure)If you bathe Zelda, Oceanhorn is a game for you. The game
takes place in the ocean world, with the player island-hopping across the sea, eliminating puzzle-filled jails, defeating monsters, and collecting new objects and abilities that unlock new areas for exploration. Rayman Adventures (Platformer)I admit Rayman Adventures isn't quite as good as its console counterparts
Rayman Origins and Rayman Legends, but it's still a fun platformer based on two of the best games in the genre. In addition, the hand-drawn animation will probably look amazing in 120Hz.Hitman Go, Deus Ex Go, i Lara Croft Go (Puzzle, Strategy)Taj trio of titles take away stealth sandboxe on open-ended stealth
sandboxs of major Deus Ex i Hitman games, i Tomb Raider series's trap-filled dungeons, i overhear by u bite-sized gag, whose toy must imitate its character after diorama-like nivoe, but don't let i leave the target in a secret way. Each of the three titles takes the mechanics from the main games – such as Hitman's Pre-
Russian, Deus Ex's hacking tools, and Tomb Raider platforming – and spins them into unique environment solutions similar to the puzzles of each game. Minecraft (Building, Survival)Chances are that you've played Minecraft before, but it's still worth including in this list. Whether you're creating a home base for
adventure in survival mode or just playing virtual legos in creative mode, it's easy to immerse the clocks in this game. Final Fantasy XV Pocket Edition (RPG)Final Fantasy XV Pocket Edition does not have massive open-world console/PC versions and trades in high-end visuals for a stylized cartoon look, but it is still a
great way to experience the story of Final Fantasy XV. As someone who has played both versions, I would argue that the Pocket Edition fight is easier to master and that its bite-size levels make it easier to follow the story, and you still get excellent music and voice playing from the original. A lot more games again, it's
just a small selection of things that I personally play and can recommend, but there's a lot more to play for. I'm not much of a fight game guy but noteworthy releases like Skullgirls and Mortal Kombat are available in 120Hz. The list has for now shed light on the shooters, but Hitman: Sniper is decent and there are flash
PVP things like Shadowgun Legends. You'll also find popular choices such as Pokemon Go, Plague Inc., DOTA Underlords and Auto Chess. Chess.
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